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Student Handout #1 

 
Working with Past Election Statistics 

 
Use the Elections B.C. results from the 1996 and 2001 elections to answer the 

following questions: 
 

1996 
 

1.    What percentage of B.C. voters voted for the N.D.P.?   
 

2.  How many candidates did they elect? 
 

1. What percentage of B.C. voters voted for the B.C. Liberal Party? 
 

2. How many candidates did they elect? 
 

3. Which political party “won” the election and formed government? 
 

4. Why do you think the election turned out this way? 
 

5. What percentage of votes did not elect any candidate? 
 
2001 
 

1.   What percentage of B.C. voters voted for the N.D.P.?   
 
   2.   How many candidates did they elect? 
 

3.  What percentage of B.C. voters voted for the B.C. Liberal Party? 
 

1. How many candidates did they elect? 
 

2. What percentage of the popular vote did the Green Party receive?   
 

3. How many candidates did they elect? 
  

4. Which party won the election and formed government? 
 

5. Why do you think the election turned out this way for the NDP and Greens? 
 

6. What percentage of votes did not elect any candidate? 
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Now examine the 2001 election’s “Summary of Results by Candidate” to answer the 
following questions: 

 
1. Who was elected in West Vancouver-Capilano?  What percentage of voters in that 

riding voted for that M.L.A.? 
 
 

2. Who was elected in Nelson Creston?  What percentage of voters in that riding 
voted for that M.L.A.?  Which candidates came in 2nd and 3rd place and what 
percentage of the vote did they each receive? 

 
 

3. Examine the results in your own riding.  What percentage of voters elected the 
winning candidate? 

 
 
__________________________________Stop__________________________________ 
 

Recalculating with Proportional Representation 
 

 
 Once you have discussed P.R., go back to the statistics you examined from 
elections B.C.  Calculate, to the best of your mathematical abilities, the number of seats 
each party would have been awarded if B.C. had had a full P.R. system in 1996 and 2001.  
Use a 3% threshold for winning seats. (Ensure students keep in mind, however, that 
voters may have voted differently under a different system) 
 
 

Party 1996 seats 2001 seats 

B.C. Liberal Party   

Green Party   

Marijuana Party   

New Democratic Party   

Progressive Democratic Alliance   

Unity Party of B.C.   

Reform Party of B.C.   
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Summary of Results by 
Political Party 

 
 

36th Provincial General Election - May 28, 1996 

Party 
Total Valid 

Votes
% of 

Popular Vote 
Candidates 

Elected

  

LIB British Columbia Liberal Party 661,929 41.82% 33

LBN 
British Columbia Libertarian 
Party 2,041 0.13% 

SC 
British Columbia Social Credit 
Party 6,276 0.40% 

FCP 
The Family Coalition Party of 
British Columbia 4,150 0.26% 

GP 
Green Party Political 
Association of British Columbia 31,511 1.99% 

NLP Natural Law Party 2,919 0.18% 

NDP New Democratic Party of B.C. 624,395 39.45% 39

PDA 
Progressive Democratic 
Alliance 90,797 5.74% 1

RP 
Reform Party of British 
Columbia 146,734 9.27% 2

 *Other Affiliations 11,952 0.76% 

  

 Totals 1,582,704  75

* Common Sense, Community, Family Party (CCF); Communist Party of British Columbia (COMM); 
Progressive Conservative Party of British Columbia (CP); Western Canada Concept Party of B.C. (WCC); 
Independent (IND); No Affiliation (N.A.).  

Statement of Votes Table of Contents 
 

http://www.elections.bc.ca/elections/sov96/polpart.htm 
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Summary of Results by 
Political Party 

 
 

37th Provincial General Election - May 16, 2001 

Party 
Total Valid 

Votes

% of 
Popular 

Vote 
Candidates 

Elected

  

LIB British Columbia Liberal Party 916,888 57.62% 77

BCM 
British Columbia Marijuana 
Party 51,206 3.22% 

GP 

Green Party Political 
Association of British 
Columbia 197,231 12.39% 

NDP New Democratic Party of B.C. 343,156 21.56% 2

UPBC 
Unity Party of British 
Columbia 51,426 3.23% 

 *Other Affiliations 31,399 1.98% 

  

 Totals 1,591,306  79

* All Nations Party of British Columbia (ANP); B.C. Action Party (BCAP); British Columbia Citizens 
Alliance Now (BCCA); British Columbia Conservative Party (CP); British Columbia Patriot Party (BCPA); 
British Columbia Social Credit Party (SC); The Central Party (CENT); Citizens Commonwealth Federation 
(CFED); Communist Party of BC (COMM); Council of British Columbians (COBC); The Freedom Party of 
British Columbia (FREE); Party of Citizens Who Have Decided To Think For Themselves And Be Their Own 
Politicians (POC); People's Front (PF); Reform Party of British Columbia (RP); Western Reform (WR); 
Independent (IND); No Affiliation (NA).  

Statement of Votes Table of Contents 
 

  

 

http://www.elections.bc.ca/elections/sov01/polpart.htm 



 

http://www.elections.bc.ca/elections/sov01/sov_tocfinal.htm/summary of results by electoral district   
(clearer versions available from the website) 
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LIB – BC Liberal   
NDP – New Democratic Party 
GP – Green Party    
BCM – BC Marijuana Party 
UPBC – Unity Party of BC 



2001 BC Election

More results available at 
http://www.elections.bc.ca/elections/sov01/resultsbycandidate.pdf
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2001 BC Election
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Student Handout #2 – What do you want your electoral system to do? 
 
Read the statements below carefully.  Each expresses an opinion about electoral systems.  
As you have seen, our current system and the alternatives all have their benefits and 
drawbacks.   For each statement, consider the extent to which it describes the sort of 
system you think would be best.   
 

Instructions: Circle the option which best fits your viewpoint. 

SA = Strongly Agree, A = Agree, N = Neutral, D = Disagree, SD = Strongly Disagree. 

1.  It’s important to have a local representative from our community – 
that way we know who to hold accountable if we don’t like the 
direction of the government. 

 

SA     A      N     D      SD 

2. We need a system that tends to produce majority governments – 
they are more stable and can get more work done. 

 

SA     A      N     D      SD 

3. Majority governments are too adversarial – you are either “with” 
the government or “against” them.  This really turns people off 
politics and shuts out alternative viewpoints on issues. 

 

SA     A      N     D      SD 

4. We need a system that will encourage a more diverse legislature – 
more women, ethnic minorities, youth, etc. 

 

SA     A      N     D      SD 

5.  Minority governments can be healthy for our democracy – they 
force parties to co-operate with each other.  This can produce 
better policies. 

 

SA     A      N     D      SD 

6.  Our electoral system is too hard on new, smaller parties.  If 5% of 
British Columbians vote for a party, that party should have 5% of 
the seats in the legislature. 

 

SA     A      N     D      SD 

7.  Our system should ensure that voters who live in less populated 
areas of the province have  representatives who will speak up for 
their interests. 

 

SA     A      N     D      SD 

8. Any system that allows too many small parties to have seats will 
lead to unstable minority governments, meaning endless elections 
and great challenges for the government in addressing the issues 
of the day. 

 

SA     A      N     D      SD 

9.  We need to change our electoral system to one that encourages 
more voter turnout – particularly among young voters. 

 

SA     A      N     D      SD 

10. We need a system that is simple to understand and cheap and easy 
to administer. 

 

SA     A      N     D      SD 
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Prioritizing:   Now look at the statements that you strongly agreed with or agreed with.  
Which of these features are your priorities?  Write down your top three priorities in order 
of importance below.   
 
1. 
 
 
2. 
 
 
3. 
 
 
 
Discussion:  Take a few minutes to prepare to discuss your priorities with your group.  
From this discussion, you will then look back at the families of electoral systems to see if 
one best fits your priorities. 
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Group Response Sheet 
 

Appoint : 
• 1 person to lead the discussion and ensure everyone is heard 

• 1 person to record answers 
• 1 person to report out to the class if time permits 

 
Begin your discussion by going around the groups to have each person briefly identify 
which aspects of electoral systems they prioritized and why. 
 
After you have done this, think specifically about the various major families of electoral 
systems that you learned about.  Work together to answer the following questions.  There 
is not necessarily one specific right answer to any question.  Make sure that everyone’s 
opinions are heard. 
 

1. Which system(s) are most “democratic”?  Why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Which system(s) would produce the Legislative Assemblies most reflective of 
the diversity in society? 

 
 
 
 
 

3. Which system(s) would provide local representatives?  How important is that to 
you? 

 
 
 
 

 4.  Which system would provide the “best government”? Why? 
 
 
 
 
 
5.  Which system would be best for improving voter turnout, particularly for youth? 
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Ballot I – Plurality System  

 
“First Past the Post” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Vote for one candidate only by 

marking an “X” in the appropriate box. 

Chan, Winston  
(Green Party) 

Davidson, Rachel 
(B.C. Marijuana) 

Dhillon, Rajinder 
(B.C. Liberal Party) 

Lemay, Dominique 
(New Democratic Party) 

Martinez, Edgar 
(Unity B.C.) 
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Ballot II – Majority System  
 

Alternative Vote 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Rank the candidates below in order of preference – from 
1 to 5.  Place a “1” in the box beside the name of your 
first choice, a “2” next to the name of your second 
choice, etc. 
 

Chan, Winston  
(Green Party) 

Davidson, Rachel 
(B.C. Marijuana) 

Dhillon, Rajinder 
(B.C. Liberal Party) 

Lemay, Dominique 
(New Democratic Party) 

Martinez, Edgar 
(Unity B.C.) 
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Ballot #3 
 

Proportional Representation – Party List (Closed) – 5 seat region or district 

 
 

Voter Instructions:  You only have one vote.  Place an “X” in the box UNDER the name of the 
party for which you wish to vote. 

 
Green Party 

of BC 

 
BC Liberal 

Party 

 
Marijuana 

Party 

 
New 

Democratic 
Party of BC 

 
Unity Party 

of BC 

 
Independent 

candidate 

      
 
1.Jenny Lake 
2.Rob Alder 
3. Winston Chan 
4. Alex Smith 
5. Mike Moore 

 

 
1.Geoff Wood 
2. Beth Davis 
3. Pietro Ciolfitto 
4. Joan O’Leary 
5. Raj Dhillon 

 

 
1.Rachel Davidson 
2. Sara Salo 
3. Mark Dunn 
4. Lisa Olsen 
5. Tom McKay 

 

 
1. Dominique Lemay 
2. Robert Moll 
3. Steve Grolmic 
4. Juan Hernandez 
5.  Glenda Blanche 

 

 
1. Ben Foster 
2. Wendy Berg 
3.  Sally McCarthy 
4. Kiana Amini 
5. Sirkka Salonen 

 

 
1. Deanna Chow 
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This PowerPoint presentation by Dr. Ken Carty is available at  
http://www.citizensassembly.bc.ca/public/learning_resources/educational_resources/school_materials  
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British Columbia’s Electoral System 
 
 
Strengths 
 
1. Local Representation & Accountability 

• Each part of province has its own, identifiable representative 
• Politicians responsible for issues & concerns of their area 
• Voters know who to hold responsible 
• All members of legislature have same electoral responsibilities 
 

2. Style of Government 
 • System produces governments with legislative majorities 
 • Governments can claim mandates and plan for a 4 year term 
 • Elections are about choosing a government as well as a local 
  representative 
 
3. Simplicity, Familiarity & Transparency 

• Voters have a simple choice among candidates 
• Winners determined by clear, simple vote count 

 
 
 
Weaknesses 
 
1. Lack of Proportionality 

• No direct connection between a party’s share of votes and its share of 
seats 

• Large parties get “seat bonuses”, small ones get penalized — often getting 
no seats 

• Governments get “artificial majorities”; minority views are shut out 
• Encourages 2-party competition so reduces voter choice 
 

2. Government.-Dominated Parliaments 
• Party discipline means cabinet dominates legislature 
• Oppositions are ineffective 

• Representatives forced to vote party line, not as local voters wish 
 

3. Impact on Style of Governance 
• Sharp swings of policy as adversarial parties alternate in power 
• Growing alienation of citizens from governing process 
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Basic Skills for Managing Discussion as a Facilitator 
Adapted from Effective Group Facilitiation: Dovetail Consulting/Hollyhock Leadership 
 
1. Managing time 

a. appoint a time keeper  
b. clarify time available for each section of workshop 
c. remind people of the time 
 

2. Drawing people out, encouraging creativity   
a. ask if there are other ways to see this problem? Does everyone share this 

perspective? Etc. 
b.   make an explicit appeal to suspend judgement 
c.   introduce an exercise for creative thinking or change group size 

 
3. Active listening 

a. very key!! 
 
4. Paraphrasing 

a. listen to a complex or lengthy explanation and boil it down to something 
more succinct  

b. try to use same words as participant, and “sandwich” it in “so what I 
have heard is.... Is that right?” 

 
5. Clarifying, probing 

a. revealing ambiguity -  “I am hearing that you like this, but I am also 
hearing you like this. Am I hearing you correctly?” 

b. ask for elaboration or an example - “can you say more about that?” 
c. check on implications, what exactly was meant? Use an unfinished 

sentence, such as “I hear that…And this will help us by…” 
  
6.Summarizing 

 a.    similar to paraphrasing but broader in scope 
 

7. Framing, reframing 
a. a skill of portraying a summary in a way that enables clearer 

understanding,               ex. “we have been trying to create a set of 
priorities for the next month’s workplan, here are the proposals so far....” 

b. reframing summarizes and introduces a new idea or concept. This can be 
done by linking the above example with “how about setting these ideas 
in the context of?” 

       
 8. Using graphics to summarize ideas 

a. provides a map to guide discussion that follows: bubble diagram, matrix, 
flow chart, pros and cons listing, decision tree,  

b. can be confusing if not used well 
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 9. Use flipchart for: 

a. validation and acknowledgement of ideas 
b. clarity 
c. tracking the conversation 
d. pacing the discussion 
e. summarizing 
f. recording 

 
10. Evening-out participation 

a. reinforce the ground rules, “agreement that all should speak” 
b. clarify the allocation of time for this topic up front 
c. encourage those who have not spoken 
d.   change the format for discussion   

 
11. Managing the sequence of speakers 

a. use a speakers list, but this can be problematic in complex discussions 
b. compromise between no list and a long list by occasionally allowing 

group  members not on the list to jump in to the conversation if their 
comment follows directly from the last one 

c. find the balance 
d.   watch for imbalances in speaker diversity 

 
12. Naming process 

a. observations on the fly — “we are at a difficult stage here” . 

b. evaluations along the way 
c. evaluations at the end 

 
 
Watch for these problems, as they might warrant intervention by facilitator: 

• group stuck and unable to move forward 
• one person dominating, others tuning out 
• wandering off topic 
• disruptive individual 
• pace of conversation too fast and scattered 
• falling behind on the agenda 
• rushed decision, uncertain level of commitment to a decision 
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April 21, 2004 (Wednesday) 
 
Rockridge Secondary School, Model Citizens’ Assembly 
 

Small group # _______        Facilitator ________________ 
 
Note taker______________   Spokesperson ______________   

 
Small group results 
 
This is the electoral system we believe would serve BC best…. 
______________________________________ 
______________________________________ 
 
Because….. 
______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 
 
Our ideas for engaging young adults in the political/democratic 
process are…. 
 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 


